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Sheep fur coat in the ethnographic area of Haná
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Abstract: Haná is the oldest formed ethnographic area in Moravia with distinctive features in all fields of
folk culture, architecture, clothing, dialect, and folk literature. Sheep coat with jagged hem, called Zipfelpelz in German and cípatý kožich in Czech, which drew the attention of writers and topographers as early
as in the late–18th century, was one of such noticeable characteristics. It represented the peculiarity of
local inhabitants. Although some researchers understand it as an archaic form of clothing, written reports
and pictorial evidences come from the late–18th and 19th centuries, when it was considered to be obsolete
and disappeared. German authors use the term Zipfelpelz for fur coats of different appearance; inhabitants
of the Polish Baltics, in the region of LakeGardno and LakeŁebsko lakes, wore a close form of this fur
coat.
Keywords: Moravia, Haná, folk dress, fur coat

The ethnographic area of Haná, which lies in Central Moravia, was mentioned in
the literature as early as in the 16th century; in the first half of the 17th century, it was charted
on Jan Amos Komenský map. Haná is one of distinctive ethnographic areas with peculiar
culture that was determined by good geographical conditions (fruitful lowland and accessibility), some nearby cities (especially the historic city and archbishop’s seat of Olomouc,
or summer archbishop’s residence in Kroměříž), advanced agriculture, and handicrafts.
The local inhabitants prided themselves on distinctive dialect, customs and habits, musical
and dance folklore and traditional clothing (Brouček, Jeřábek 2007: 238–239). These expressions drew attention of higher social classes, that is why the melodies from Haná found
their way into works of Baroque composers, and the villagers performed their dances and
parts of rituals in front of noble audience or at archbishop’s court as early as in the 17th century (Brouček, Jeřábek 2007: 20–25). The ethnographic area of Haná and its inhabitants were
described in the oldest topographic works about Moravia in the second half of the 18th century. These texts include different assessment of their nature and behaviour based on
author’s personal experience or second-hand information; however, the facts from their
lives are identical.
In entire Moravia, the dress is a bearer of typical regional hallmarks. Therefore, the descriptions of Haná people’s clothing form a significant part of the text. Women are praised
for their cleanliness, carefully smartened-up appearance and becoming folk costume. As to
men’s folk costumes, the texts usually mention their balloon-shaped trousers, a white skirt,
and a vest; the outer garments differ according to the period of their origin and the period
1
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fashion. At the turn of the 18th and 19th centuries, all authors paid their attention to an unusual fur coat made from sheepskin, which undoubtedly was common at that time; it was
worn not only in winter, but also all the year round. In Haná, it was calledocáskový (ocasnatý)
kožich (tailed fur coat);its German name was Zippelpelz, Zipfenpelz, Zipfelpelz, i.e. fur coat with
a jagged hem. Because it has survived neither in the field nor in any museum collection, we
have to rely on its description in written sources, or on numerous pictures in graphic art
prints, paintings, shooter’s targets and three-dimensional objects, for example faience tiles
and vessels.
The appearance of this fur coat is very archaic, making a primitive impression as if its
origin could be traced back to prehistoric times. However, the oldest relevant reports about
its existence and the corresponding depictions come from the mid–18th century. The basic
description is always identical: the body consisting of two pieces of sheepskin is sewn together on the shoulders and below the arms, only an opening for the head remains. Sometimes the fur coat was made like a vest because a coat was worn over it,2but mostly it also
had fur sleeves. Sheepskins used with hair inside were left in their natural irregular shape;
therefore, the front and the back parts ended with a triangle-shaped hem after which the fur
coat got its German name. Because the topographical works were printed in German as late
as in the second half of the 19th century, this also was the only known name, excepting the
literary work by Josef Heřman Agapit Gallaš from the 1820s, which was written in Czech
language and mentioned two tails when describing a fur coat (Gallaš 1941: 184–195). Only
in the Czech publications from the end of the 19th century, the word ocáskový (tailed) was
mentioned, which might have emerged from the fact that sheep tails, which could have
formed a projection at the bottom hem, were not removed from the sheepskin. The fur coat
seems to have this name only in the second half of the 19th century, i.e. in the last period
when this garment was used; moreover, there are reports about foxtails to have been sewn
to the front and back parts, which confirms a photograph from 1893. The fur coat had no
fastening, it was close fitting, and therefore, it could be put on over the head only with difficulties. The literature says that when a man wanted to put the fur coat on or to take it off,
he needed his wife standing behind him on a bench to help him. Alternatively, he could use
a loop at the back of his neck, so called pustina, which had to be caught on a rod above the
stove and then the man could take off his fur coat (Kunz 1956: 169–170).
The occurrence of the tailed fur coat was not limited to Haná only. Different reports
document it in the region of Hřebečsko, Záhoří and northern area of the Kyjov region; in
case it is documented in estates in the region around the city of Brno, then as “a Haná-style
fur coat” (Ludvíková 2002: 24–26).
It also differed in its appearance – it was white in Haná and the northern part of the
Kyjov region, yellow in the regions of Zdounecko (eastern part of Haná), Ždánicko (between the ethnographic areas of Haná and Slovácko), and around the city of Brno, and
brown in the eastern part of Haná and mainly in the region of Záhoří near Hostýn. The neck
and sleeves were trimmed with lamb, dog, or fox furs. It was often embellished with a heart
made of red leather and placed on the breast; sometimes, the heart was edged with green
silk threads and decorated with four leather buttons (Ludvíková 1970–1971: 221–233).
Probably the oldest written mention comes from an ironic notice written in the diary of
Jan Tadeáš Kniebandl, a member of the city council in Olomouc, when Prussian forces besieged Olomouc in 1758. The Prussian soldiers exploited the inhabitants from nearby vil2

This is depicted in the altar picture by Antonín Wolný, Pratet to St. Isidor in parish church of the Birth of
the Virgin Mary in Příbor. See Křížová Alena, Šimša Martin (2012),Lidový oděv na Moravě a ve Slezsku. Ikonografické
prameny do roku 1850. [Folk Dress in Moravia and Silesia I. Iconographic Documents until 1850] Strážnice: Národní
ústav lidové kultury, pp. 100.
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lages to excavate trenches and the town defenders could not respect their presence, so even
70 Haná inhabitants were killed on 28 May. Jan Tadeáš Kniebandl glossed this event with
following words:„… [the enemy] exploited the exhausted and miserable villagers from whom
a good many tailed fur coats must have lost a hair through our excellent artillery fire coming especially from side, from Salcergut “ (Hannakischer Zipelpelz Haar lassen müssen).
A more detailed description was written by Balthasar Hacquet (1939/40 – 1815), a French
natural scientist and physician who stayed in Slovenia in the long term and systematically
travelled around countries in Central and South-East Europe to record not only geological
circumstances, but also typical features of those regions. Probably in winter 1894/1895, he
travelled through Moravia and it was the tailed fur coat that drew his attention among
other clothes in the ethnographic area of Haná. In the text about the people from Haná, he
wrote:„Die Haare hat er kurz abgeschnitten, auf dem Leibe trägt er ein langes Hemd mit einem
Wamse, und über das noch einen kurzen weissen Schafpelz (Prsnak), welcher wie ein enges Hemd
gemacht ist und über dem Kopfe angezogen wird. Dieser Pelzrock ist um den Hals am Ende der Ermeln mit schwarzen Hundsfelle ausgeschlagen. Hinten und vorn ist ein Zipfel, nach welcher sonderbaren Tracht man sie scherzweis die gnädigen Herren mit 3 Zipfen nennt. Vorn auf der Brust ist von
rothem Leder ein Herz geschtickt, ein Sinnbild der Geradheit dieses Volks.“ (He has short hair and is
dressed in a long shirt with a jacket on his body, over which he wears a short white fur coat (prsnak)
which is made as a tight-fitting shirt and pulled over the head. This fur coat is trimmed with black
dog fur around the neck and at the ends of sleeves. In the front and at the back, there is a tail and according to these strange folk costumes, they are called lordships with three tails in jest. In the front
on the breast, there is an embroidered heart from red leather as a symbol of the fairness of this nation).
In Balthasar Hacquet´s text, there is mentioned the Czech word prsnak as an explaining
term, whence one can conclude that this fur coat was called like this in the area. Besides the
description, there is a picture of a man and a woman from Haná, as wearing winter folk
costumes, by German painter Georg Vogel. The man is wearing the aforementioned sheep
fur coat with a heart on the breast ( Křížová, Šimša 2012: 113).
Ten years later, it was Joseph Rohrer (1769–1828), a police superintendent and statistician, who stayed in Olomouc for a short period and devoted himself to tailed fur coats:
“Den wesetlichsten Theil seiner Winterkleidung aber stellen zwey Lammfeile bar, die gleich einem
Hemde dergestalt zusammen genähet werden, daß lediglich eine Oeffnung gelassen wird, duch
welche der Hannake mit aufwärts gestrecken Armen hinein kriechen kann, und daß oben bloß ein
kleiner Raum übrig bleibet, aus welchem der Mannskopf hervor steckt. Diesem Kleide wird von den
benachbarten Deutschen des Ollmützer Kreises der Nahme Zipfelpelz beygelegt, weil nähmlich
Enden der weißen Lammfelle, welche durch keinen Schneider zugerundet werden, auf der Vor- und
Rückseite des Hannaken hinab schlenkern, und sich daher mit jedem Schritte bewegen. Wer es wagen
würde, dem Hannaken ein solches Ende des Lammfelles im Scherze abzuschneiden, er wäre nicht
sicher, mit der schneidenden Messerklinge des kleinen, dicken Einlegeniessers (Krziwanek) welches
jeder Hannake mit sich in der Tasche führt und zugleich mit dem Rosenkranze gewöhnlich vor den
Kirchthüren kauft, empfindlich verwundet zu werden! So steif und fest hält dieses Völkchen auf die
hergebrachte Sitte. Merkwürdig ist übrigens der Umstand, daß in der innern Hanna der Greis, so
wie der sproßende Jüngling, vor nicht langem noch ein rothes Herz auf der Brust trug.“ (The most
important parts of winter dress are two sheepskins sewn together like a shirt with an opening at the
bottom hem through which the man with his hands up can squeeze, and at the top, there is another
opening from which a male head sticks out. The Germans living in the region of Olomouc, who are
neighbours of the Haná people, call this garment as “a fur coat with a jagged hem” because no tailor
rounds off both bottom ends of the white fur, and the tails flap in the front and at the back, dangling
with each man’s step. If somebody tried to cut off this tail in jest, he could be sure the Haná man
would wound him dangerously with the handle of his massive clasp knife that each of them has in his
pocket, buying it together with the rosary at the church door! This petit nation holds firm to its cus-
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toms with great inflexibility and pride. It is peculiar that in the very heart of Haná both old men and
boys in the flower of youth wore a red heart on their breast even recently.) (Rohrer 1804: 86; Jeřábek
1997:39).
Unlike Hacquet, who could gain just cursory knowledge in Haná during his short stay,
Josef Heřman Agapit Gallaš (1756–1840) from Přerov, a military physician and writer, proceeded on his long-life experience with the Haná environment: “Their folk costume is very
traditional, with its origin dating back more than three or four hundred years, especially the winter
one with a fur coat with two tails – called like that in Haná; this fur coat has not other slits except for
a wide one at the bottom and a narrow one at the top; in this way, it can be put on when a man squeezing his arms through the front opening pulls on the fur coat over his head and sticks out his head
through the top opening whereby the top opening of the same white sheep fur coat is usually trimmed
with black fur. On the breast, below the trimming, they usually have a red heart edged with silk or
other colours, especially green threads, and sewn on.” (Gallaš 1941: 184–195; Jeřábek 1997: 168–170).
We do not know the source of Gallaš´s information that this fur coat is three or four hundred years o ld; undoubtedly it must have been his conjecture. As resulting from other
works of his, he often tried to prove the antiquity of traditions of Moravian inhabitants.
Although he mentions two fur coats in his description, he does not recora a particular name
of this garment.
In addition, we have available two short reports from the end of the 1830s. The first one
comes from J. Cluth, an unspecified author, who writes about a man from Haná: “Seine
übrige Kleidung sind: ein cylinderformig den Körper einschlißender Schafspelz (kožuch), der über
den Kopf angezogen wird, bis unter einen Zipfel hat; …“ ( His other dress consists of: a sheep fur
coat (kožuch) fitting closely to his body cylindrically, which is put on over the head and reaches down
to the hips, with a tail in the front and at the back) (Cluth 1837: 324; Jeřábek 1997: 222). The historian Alois Maniak (1804–1843) is the author of the other mention: “In der Tracht, die er angenommen hat, herrscht, die rothbraunen, kurzen und weiten, ledernen Hosen etwa, und den schon
abgekommenen Zipfelpelz abgerechnet, bei weitem nicht das Bizzare, das man darin finden.“ (In the
folk costume, which he accepted, there is no rule of anything like outlandishness that somebody
wishes to find in it, if we do not take into account for instance his red-brown short and broad leather
trousers and the already obsolete fur coat with a jagged hem.) (Maniak 1838: 65: Jeřábek 1997:
231).
Carl Kořistka (1825–1906), Professor at Prague Technical University, was interested in
ethnographical facts in Moravia and Silesia as well and he issued several books concerning
that theme. At the beginning of the 1860s he noticed that a man from Haná wears: “…im
Winter auch eine Pelzmütze, und den ganzen Körper schließt, oft auch im Hochsommer, ein halb
kürzerer halb längerer brauner Schafpelz ein.“ (… in winter also a fur cap and a shorter or longer
brown sheep fur coat thrown over his body, which he often wears in summer as well ) (Kořistka
1861:255; Jeřábek 1997: 318). The Moravian priest and historian Beda Dudík (1815–1890)
stated in 1873 that: “Die sogennanten Zipfelpelze sind ganz verschwunden.“ (The so-called fur
coats with jagged hems had already disappeared.) (Dudík 1873: 1–59; Jeřábek 1997: 332).
The occurrence of the fur coat with tails as to the period and regions is confirmed by
pictorial sources gathered in the period from the mid–18th century until the mid–19th century. One of the oldest illustrations includes the map edge presenting the Domain of Náměšť
and the farmyard in Ludéřov from the year 1746 where three young men working as land
surveyors wear fur coats3. Two works date back to the year 1748, namely a painting by
3

The map was made by Joseph Surgant. Viz Křížová Alena – Šimša Martin (2012), Lidový oděv na Moravě a ve
Slezsku I. [Folk Dress in Moravia and Silesia I], o. c., pp. 66, The map of the Domain of Holešov comes from 1763, it
was made by Johann Szaloky. In this map there also is depicted a man wearing a tailed fur coat with a remarkable heart on the breast. See Křížová Alena, Šimša Martin (2012), Lidový oděv na Moravě a ve Slezsku. [Folk Dress in
Moravia and Silesia I], o. c., pp. 68.
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1. Josef Lederer: Frescoes at the Masquerade Hall, castle and chateau of Český Krumlov, 1748

František Vavřinec Korompay from the year 1748 and a fresco from the Masquerade Hall at
the chateau in Český Krumlov (South Bohemia). While in Korompay´s painting, a kneeling
man dressed in a yellow fur coat with noticeable tails is plausibly depicted from the back,
among people watching the Corpus Christi procession to celebrate the finished reconstruction of St. Paul and Peter’s Church in Brno (Křížová, Šimša 2012: 49). Josef Lederer gave the
figures on the frescoes at the chateau in Český Krumlov a rather stylized character of masks
wearing costumes.
Since the 1780s, we have several pictorial documents available. Some of them constitute
just an illustrative supplement to a larger unit, such a group of people from Haná on the
map of the Domain of Holešov (Křížová, Šimša 2012: 77), but in some cases, we can find
more or less professional studies of figures where undoubtedly the author’s intention was
to capture specific features of the men and women from Haná. The already mentioned
work by Hanke of Hankenstein from the year 1786 is accompanied by several copper engravings by Sebastian Mansfeld, in one of which is a farmer from Haná at the week-market,
as wearing his winter dress, i.e. tailed fur coat (Křížová, Šimša 2012: 114). In the copper
engraving by Christian Brand from around 1790, there is an identical man from Haná wearing a fur coat with a jagged hem (Ibidem: 110). A man from Haná in the coloured copper
engraving by Johann Stephan Capieux from the year 1792 (Ibidem: 112) and the one in the
aforementioned illustration from the work by Balthasar Hacquet from the year 1796 (Ibidem: 113) are depicted identically as well. Not all artists worked based on their own experience and their imagination then distorted the fact considerably. This happened in the case
of coloured copper engravings by Jacque Grasset de Saint-Sauveur from the year 1796, in
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2. Sebastian Mansfeld: A man from Haná wearing
winter dress. In: Hanke z Hankenštejna, Jan Nepomuk Alois: Bibliothek der Mährschen Staatskunde.
Wien 1786

which both women and men wear bright yellow and green fur coats that, however, are
open in the front; the fur coat of one of the men is fastened by a heart-like clasp (Ibidem:
106).
The popularity of tailed fur coats persisted in the first half of the 19th century and therefore, it is painted on an amateurish map of Haná from the outset of the century (Ibidem:
150), in a gouache from 1814 (Ludvíková 2000: 148) as well as on two Brno vedutas by
František Richter from the years 1820 and 1830, which capture the wayfarers in front of Jewish Gate with a man from Haná in the foreground, dressed in the tailed fur coat with a bag
over this shoulder (Křížová, Šimša 2012: 194; Křížová 2013: 9–18). In lithographs by František
Domek, issued by the publishing house Skarnitzl and Domek in Olomouc, the change in
men’s fashion is remarkable showing new elegant long coats with collars and long brown
fur coats, which replaced strange tailed fur coats and brought the folk costumes in Haná
closer to city fashion.
Besides paintings and graphic prints, or shooter’s targets, the tailed fur coats were captured on three-dimensional objects at the turn of the 18th and 19th centuries. A kneeling male
figure with a plaited Christmas cake in his hands, a part of the Nativity Scene in Minorite
church of St. Johns in Brno, dated back to the second half of the 18th century, represents
extraordinary evidence. Although today the fur coat is painted-over in dark-blue colour,
the overall appearance does not raise any doubts. More evidences can be found on ceramic
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3. Balthasar Hacquet: Hanák. In: Hacquet´s
neueste physikalisch-politische Reisen in den
Jahren 1794 und 95 durch die Dacischen und
Sarmatischen oder Nordlichen Karpathen 4.
Nürnberg: Verlag der Raspischen Buchhandlung, 1796

objects, especially faiences from the region around the towns of Olomouc and Vyškov. The
most famous is a box in the Rococo style with roses, on the cover of which a seated man
from Haná is painted (Ludvíková 2002: 25. A man from Haná, wearing a tailed fur coat,
constitutes the main motif on a mug from the Vysočina Museum in Jihlava, probably made
at the workshop of JanPatrman from Vyškov (Štika, Svobodová 1964: 135), as well as on
a tile from a stove built in Dědice in 1839 and currently preserved in the Museum of the
Vyškovsko Region (Ludvíková 2002: 25) .
The youngest prove for the occurrence of the fur coat in the field consists in the photograph by Josef Klvaňa, for the first time published in the magazine Světozor in 1894, four
years later in the magazine Český lid4 and then again in the chronicle Záhorská kronika in
the year 1925 (Klvaňa 1925–1926: 75–76). In the photographs taken at ethnographical festivals and an exhibition in Dřevohostice (eastern part of Haná called Záhoří, district of Přerov)
in 1893, there is captured František Štěpáník from Žákovice as wearing a fur coat owned by
farmer Severa from Vítonice Nr. 40, where such a fur coat might have been worn by an old
man as late as in the 1860s. At the turn of the 19th and 20th centuries, the fur coats are said to
have been worn as cast-offs at threshing and fur coat remnants were discovered in Bezuchov (also eastern part of Haná) as late as in the year 1955 (Kunz 1956: 170). Josef Klvaňa
4

Kroje ze Záhoří moravského (1898) [Folk Costume from Moaravian Záhoří], “Český lid“ 7, pp. 160–165.
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4. Josef Klvaňa: A man wearing tailed fur coat, a photograph from the
ethnographical festival in Dřevohostice in 1893. In: Světozor 29, 23. listopadu 1894

accompanies his photograph with an explanation: “The “tailed” fur coat worn throughout
Moravia in the last century is the most interesting thing, It had no fastening and was put on over the
head; on the breast, it used to have a red heart; it war trimmed with fox fur and it used to have a fox
tail in the front and at the back. For rather plain occasions, it was trimmed just with white sheepskin
and a common tail – sheepskin – used to hang in the front and at the back; the fur coat was made from
two sheepskins. If somebody cut the back tail off the fur coat worn by its owner, a fine of three guldens
was imposed on him. However, if he succeeded in cutting the front tail off the fur coat worn by its
owner, he was free of the fine and the unlucky fur coat owner became an object of ridicule upon such
event.“ Comparing the photograph with older picture, we have to state that the fox tail
(fully unjustified from the point of view of its function) might have been a newer thing,
maybe a kind of attraction to the amusement of young people during the last stage when
this garment was used. This could be considered a feature of the ethnographic area of Haná
and – like in many other cases – its lifetime was extended in order to show the peculiarity
of the regional culture, the professional interest in which rose at the end of the 19th century.
In 1804, Joseph Rohrer mentioned a cut off triangle-shaped end, not a tail.
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5. A man wearing fur coat. In: Moszyński, Kazimierz: Kultura ludowa Słowian. Część I. Kultura materjalna. Kraków 1929, p. 439

The word “fur coat with a jagged hem” appears in German literature, however, it is not
very clear, whether the texts always speak about an identical garment. Josef Hofmann
(1858–1943), a West-Bohemian writer and researcher into national history and geography,
in his work about folk costumes and customs of German inhabitants in West Bohemia described men’s fur coats besides other garments. He mentions two types, one of which was
calledZippelpelz and was worn in the entire region of West Bohemia until the 20th century.
He documents this garment with a photo of a farmer wearing a long straight fur coat with
a large fur collar and trimming on the sleeves. He dates this fur coat back to the year 1840
(Hofman 1932: 23). However, based on the picture, it is not at all clear, why this type of fur
coat should be termed as with a jagged hem because it does not show any features like that.
Moreover, it is by no means similar to the garment from Haná. It might be possible to dispute author’s knowledge, but because he spent all his life in West Bohemia, namely in the
town of Karlovy Vary, this is not probable.
Josef Hanika (1900–1963), another German ethnographer, who focused on the culture of
German ethnic group within Czechoslovakia, devoted a chapter to the fur coat with a jagged hem as well as to archaic forms of folk dress in his publication about folk costumes of
Sudetenland (Hanika 1937: 1–7). He opens his text with a Silesian folk song from the second
half of the 18th century. In this song, a son complains to his father that all boys have a fur
coat with a jagged hem and he has nothing but an old coat; the father explains he has no
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money because he has to pay taxes, thereupon the son threatens he will sign up to join the
army. According to Hanika, this Silesian fur coat was long, made from sheepskin that was
not covered with fabric, and embellished with cords – šňůrování. In German-language islandin the region around the town of Vyškov (Haná), women’s fur coats with three coat-tails
were widespread. They were imported from Poland and Halych and used solely on ceremonial occasions, otherwise they were stored in a chest all the year round. According to
Hanika, tailed fur coats are substantiated in Hřebečsko, another region with German inhabitants, which borders on the ethnographic area of Haná. In the estate documents of a furrier
from Moravská Třebová at the end of 16th century, there were mentioned 31 fur coats termed
as Zipfl Pelzat 20 groschen each, whereby one sheepskin cost 9 groschen. This would refer
to a sleeveless vest made of two sheepskins. Other fur coats, for example a women’s Hungarian fur coat, were valued at one goldgulden and more. Hanika considered the fur coat with
a jagged hem for an ancient type of dress, reminding of similar garments worn by American
Indians, Eskimos, Tungus, Samoyedic peoples, and eastern Yak peoples. A significant notice concerns a Cashubian farmer who lived at Lake Łebsko and his dress was recorded in
1820. Hanika supports the fact, that a garment made of skin but not covered with fabric
comes from the East, with the insistence that the Slavonic term kožuch was used for such
a fur coat even in the German environment, while the fabric-covered fur coat, commonly
worn by Germans, was consistently termed as Pelz. According to Josef Hanika, the fur coat
with a jagged hem spread from Silesia to the West.
Some researchers also describe another very primitive garment, widespread in the Alpine countries, especially in Upper Bavaria and Tyrol, and called Kotze or Wettefleck as being
related to the fur coat with a jagged hem. This is a plaid (pelerine) in the form of a poncho,
made from woollen fabric and substantiated as early as in the Middle Ages. The shepherds
used this garment until the 20th century (Mützel 1925: 22). In this case, however, it is not
possible to compare two garments of a fully different cut. While the fur coat with a jagged
hem is made from a front and a back part sewn together on the shoulders and hips, the
Alpine plaid is just a rectangular piece of fabric placed over the shoulders and falling down
to the breast and back. We have to take into account that the cut is the basic distinguishing
element that defines the type of garment.
It was Josef Hanika who pointed out the occurrence of fur coats with a jagged hem in
Pomerania in Poland. In his books, he also published a picture thereof, which he borrowed
from a compendium by Kazimir Moszyński. We have to leave the more thorough research
to Polish specialists because not all sources are available in the Czech Republic. Therefore,
we beg to remind the information available. Among the fur coats, Kazimir Moszyński mentions an archaic type widespread with Cashubian peoples, which is made from two sheepskins covering just the body. If it had sleeves these were made exclusively from fabric.
While processing of sheepskins was furrier’s labour, the villagers sew the sleeves at home
by themselves. The text is accompanied by the picture “Włościanin słowiński z Cecenova“
(Zezenow in German language, south of Lake Łebsko) from 1820, which was published in
the year 1896 (Moszyński 1929: 438–439). The appearance is identical with that of the fur
coat from Haná. In this connection, Moszyński discusses whether it is a poncho cut, but finally he classifies it as the shoulder-fold cut. Theodora Modzelewska in her work about folk
costumes from the regions of Warmie and Masuria mentions a fur coat made from white
sheepskins and trimmed with black lambskin at the neck and sleeves. In addition, people
also wore trousers made from white sheepskins (Modzelewska 1958: 90).
Separate volumes of the Guide to Polish Folk Dress serve as an important source of
knowledge. The part devoted to the dress of Cashubian peoples mentions that nothing is
known about the appearance of Cashubian fur coats. The fur coats worn by eastern Cashubians in the 17th and 18th centuries might have looked like fur coats worn by the Slovenes
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(Słowińcy) who lived in the region around Lake Gardno, and the Kabatians (Kabatkowie)
near the city of Łebo. They were made of two sheepskins, sewn together on the shoulders;
they showed just a round opening for the head, and sleeves sewn on the sides (Stelmachowska 1959: 34). Similarly, there is a short report in the part devoted to folk costumes in
the region of Warmia that speaks about sheep fur coats that were not covered with fabric
(Klonowski 1960: 25). It is Teresa Karwicka (1995: 15, 58). who summarizes the issue. Primitive fur coats made from two sheepskins, with fur inside and sleeves sewn on at home,
were worn by the Lutheran Slovenes (Słowińcy) and Kabatians (Kabatkowie), a Cashubian
ethnographic group, in the proximity of Lake Gardno and Lake Łebsko as late as in the 19th
century. The text is accompanied by a picture depicting a figure from Moszyński´s compendium. Unfortunately, no Polish source mentions any specific name, the garment is called in
general “fur coat”.
All the above pieces of knowledge aim at the conclusion that the appearance of fur coats
in the ethnographic area of Haná was in principal identical with that of fur coats worn in
a part of the Polish Baltics. If there was a difference, this concerned sleeves that were made
from fabric at the Cashubian fur coats; this fact is not known in Moravia, no source speaks
about this. It would be definitely helpful to focus jointly on this theme and attempt to trace
the genesis of this garment, even though it occurred in distant territories of Europe.
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